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Most new technology, included
the internet have been feared,

and those fears where unnoticed  

INTERNET

Pros

Is the Internet making us stupid 

The speed and ubiquity of the Internet is  
different than perviros technologies and

is making our brains worse 

with the increase of the
interne, all it takes to lose 10
IQ points is to look at a web

site.
the lose of 10 IQ points is
equal to missing a nigh’s

sleep 

IQ score are falling  with the rise
of technology 

the internet gives people more
access to information  

 

“All new technology i,the
internet includes,have

been feared” 

Cons

Many studies have found that
reading digital text leads to less
information learned instead of

printed text.
Because the internet touches most
of our daily task, it’s changing the

way we read information to process
the fast ways of the internet .

FEAR  THE

The telephone was feared to make a race of
left eared pepole( pepole who hear better
with there left ear)who would be come a

bloob of jelly.
TV was going blow up radio, conversatio, and
family fun. Calculators was going to destroy

kids math grades. These are what people
feared with new technology now look what it

has become.  

Between 21 and 42 billion don’t
have access to informatio. The

internet can help with this giveing
pepole a reliable informationthat

they can access at home 
older pepole use the internet to
help with daily task. This is good

if they don’t have family or
friends near by

“The lose of 10 IQ points
equal to missing a night’s
sleep is double the effect

of smoking“

 
in conclusion I think that every minute where dropping 3

IQ points just by looking at a scree. This is what they
mean when they say is the internet makeing us stupied  


